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Introduction
In an earlier report [1] we considered three fast critical assemblies, each assembly is
dominated by a different nuclear fuel: Godiva (U235), Jezebel (Pu239) and Jezebel23
(U233) [2]. We first showed the improvement in results when using the new ENDF/BVII.0 data [3], rather than the older, now frozen, ENDF/B-VI.8 data [4]. Next, we
showed that our results could be obtained using any of a variety of Monte Carlo codes,
i.e., the results were not specific to any single transport code.
Here our emphasis is only on our codes, rather than the nuclear data they use. For this
paper all of our codes used the ENDF/B-VII.0 data [3], that we had already tested [1]. In
this paper we concentrate on the same three critical assemblies, but here the emphasis is
on demonstrating that we obtain the same results using any of the LANL and LLNL
Monte Carlo and Sn codes. Here we show recent improvements in our Monte Carlo
codes, and major improvements in our Sn results; at the time of our earlier paper [1], we
had not yet achieved agreement between our Monte Carlo and Sn results. Only our Monte
Carlo results were published in our earlier report, allowing us time to investigate the
source of the differences between our Monte Carlo and Sn results. All of these
differences have now been eliminated.
The bottom line is that in this report we show that using any of the LANL and
LLNL Monte Carlo or Sn codes we obtain consistent integral and differential
results. Furthermore it is worth noting that when any of these codes use the new
ENDF/B-VII.0 data library, for the first time we are able to reproduce the expected
K-eff values for all three assemblies to within the quoted accuracy of the models,
namely 1.0 +/- 0.001. This is a BIG improvement compared to the results obtained
using the older ENDF/B-VI.8 data library.
Why these Three Fast Three Systems?
As a first step in this data testing here we limited our comparisons to only three fast
critical assemblies [2]. These assemblies have been selected as the simplest measured
systems; in each case both the composition and the geometry is as simple as possible.
We have selected three homogeneous, spherical systems, each contains primarily one of
the three fuels: Godiva (U235), Jezebel (Pu239) and Jezebel23 (U233).
Regardless of what type of critical assembly you are interested in, it is important to
understand that all fission systems are driven by a source of fast (MeV) fission neutrons
emitted when an atom fissions. Since the results of any calculation can be no more
accurate than the definition of the neutron source, we have decided to first insure that we
can accurately model the source of fission neutrons in these three systems.
The intent is that after we have verified our results for these three fast systems we will
consider progressively slower systems, working our way downward in medium neutron
energy from fast to intermediate and ultimately to thermal systems.
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What are we testing?
In an earlier report we tested the ENDF/B-VII.0 data library, so we need not test it
again. Here we are obviously testing all of the participating neutron transport codes, and
less obvious, we are also testing the nuclear data processing codes used to prepare data
for our transport codes. The most important point to understand is that neither our
nuclear data, nor our codes are perfect. This and preceding comparisons have led to
important improvements in both our data and our codes.
One important step that is often ”overlooked” is the nuclear data processing step that
comes between the basic evaluated data and our neutron transport codes. We should not
forget that even though all of the transport codes included in this study say they used the
ENDF/B-VII.0 data, there has actually been a lot of assumptions and manipulation of
the data done by nuclear data processing codes before our transport codes ever see the
data. Often it is the assumptions made by our data processing codes that define and
sometimes limit the accuracy of the subsequent use of the data in our applications.
For use in this report, each of the four Monte Carlo codes, had its own nuclear data
processing code,
COG
- PREPRO2007 [18] and undocumented code ENDFtoCOG
MCNP
- NJOY [8]
MERCURY – MCFGEN [16]
TART
- PREPRO2007 [18] and undocumented code TARTMAKER
For the Sn codes in principle there are two different nuclear data processing codes,
AMTRAN - NDFGEN [15]
ARDRA
- NDFGEN [15]
PARTISN - NOY/TRANSX [17]
However, for this report all of the Sn data used by the three Sn codes was produced
using NJOY/TRANSX; NDFGEN is still a work in progress.
Important as the data processing step is, trying to explicitly include analysis of all of the
nuclear data processing codes was deemed beyond the scope of this paper. However, by
comparing the detailed output of our transport codes we can implicitly test our nuclear
data processing codes, and at least in the case of NJOY [5] we do explicitly show the
influence that this often “overlooked” step can have on our results.
Related to nuclear data processing codes is the approximations used by each code. It was
deemed beyond the scope of this paper to go into the details of the approximations used
by each nuclear data processing code and how it limits our transport codes. I will merely
mention a few points: 1) All four Monte Carlo codes now use continuous energy cross
sections (earlier versions of some of these codes only used multi-group data). but the
accuracy to which the continuous energy cross sections are defined varies from one code
to another, 2) Some of these codes use an unresolved resonance treatment, while others
do not; for the three fast critical assemblies the unresolved resonance region is not as
important as it is for slower systems, 3) Some of these codes use continuous secondary
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energy and angular distributions, whiles others use equally probable bins, 4) There are a
variety of methods used to interpolate secondary energy/angle distributions. These are
but a few of the differences used by each code systems. So it would be naïve to assume
that saying they all use the ENDF/B-VII.0 data uniquely defines how they are actually
interpreting the data. What is important to us in this study is whether or not all of these
approximations result in any important differences in the answers. To summarize, for
this study we are testing both nuclear data processing codes and transport codes,
and the results we present must be considered as what is produced due to each
overall system, including both nuclear data processing code and transport codes.
K-eff is NOT Enough
Another important point to understand is that calculating K-eff is necessary, but not
sufficient, to guarantee that our data and codes are accurate. In our comparisons we try
to go one step further to insure that not only are integral parameters, such as K-eff,
accurate, but so are our differential results. Specifically, when we consider the
definition,
Pr oduction
Pr oduction
=
K-eff =
Absorption + Leakage
Re moval

Here neutron production, absorption and leakage, are each one integral parameter,
defined by integrating over the entire system in space, direction, and energy. For our
comparisons we look at integral parameters, such as K-eff, but we also look in detail at
the differential flux (fluence), production, absorption and leakage, versus neutron
energy. These detailed comparisons often lead to identifying problems with our nuclear
data processing codes and/or our transport codes, ultimately leading to improvements in
both data and codes.
A Pragmatic Standard: Which Code is Right?

We do not assume that the answers from one code are any better or worse than the
answers from any other code. Rather we attempt to establish what I call a pragmatic
standard, based on comparing results from as many different codes as possible. As we
will see “BEST” may be defined in several different ways, for example, we could define
BEST as the most accurate interpretation of the ENDF/B data, or we could define BEST
as the most accurate physical models, or in any number of other ways. Here we will
present results from as many codes as possible, explain the sources of differences in
results, and let users decide what is BEST for their use.
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Definition of the Three Systems

For these comparisons all codes MUST use only ENDF/B-VII.0 data [3]. If you wish to
compare to results using other nuclear data, please feel free to do so using the results
from this study; but in this case this would have to be a separate study organized by you.
All three models are taken from ref. [2]. Each is a solid sphere with only one uniform
spatial zone. Therefore to uniquely define each model we need only specify: radius,
density and composition. All systems are at room temperature (293.6 Kelvin). All of
these models are designed to produce K-eff close to 1.0. The table below includes
parameters exactly as they are quoted in ref. [2].
Model
Radius (cm)
Density (grams/cc)
Composition
(atoms/barns-cm)

HMF001-002
Godiva
8.7407
18.74
235U 4.4994e-2
238U 2.4984e-3
234U 4.9184e-4

PMF001-001
Jezebel
6.3849
15.61
239Pu 3.7047e-2
240Pu 1.7512e-3
241Pu 1.1674e-4
69Ga 8.26605e-4
71Ga 5.48595e-4

UMF001-001
Jezebel23
5.9838
18.424
233U 4.6712e-2
234U 5.9026e-4
238U 2.8561e-4
235U 1.4281e-5

Derived Quantities based on the above radius and density
2797.224
1090.312
Volume (cc)
52419.98
17019.77
Mass (grams)

897.4697
16534.98

For PMF001-001 (Jezebel) the original model specification was for natural gallium. For
use with ENDF/.B-VII.0 data this has been replaced by the isotopes,
69Ga 8.26605e-4
71Ga 5.48595e-4
Ga 13.75200e-4 = same as original model Ga total
Consistency and Accuracy

It wasn’t too long ago that when calculating criticality we were pleased if we could
calculate K-eff within 0.5%, e.g., any results between 0.995 and 1.005 was considered
indistinguishable = 1.0. Today we feel that we can calculate systems to much better
precision, but not to infinite precision; we are pleased if we can calculate K-eff to within
0.1%, e.g., any results between 0.999 and 1.001 is considered indistinguishable = 1.0. In
ref [2] these models are quoted to produce integral results (K-eff) as follows,
Godiva (U235) = 1.0 +/- 0.001
Jezebel (Pu239 = 1.0 +/- 0.002
Jezebel23 (U233) = 1.0 +/- 0.002
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There are many factors that contribute to limiting the accuracy to which we can calculate
results, among these factors are: uncertainty in the parameters for the systems we
calculate: uncertainties in the nuclear data we use, uncertainties in the computer codes we
use, and more… None of these factors are perfect and in the real world we must make
allowances for these uncertainties by avoiding assuming we can calculate results to too
high precision. As an example, let’s take a look at an obvious uncertainty in our models.
Anyone who reads the documentation for these systems in ref [2] will find pictures of
these systems, and can see that they are not “exactly” simple spherical systems
completely isolated from the surrounding world. From this you can appreciate that our
simplified isolated, homogeneous, spherical three systems are idealized models of the
actual measured systems; this is a major contributing factor in the quoted uncertainty of
these models.
Naturally nuclear data can be a major contributing factor to uncertainty, but we have
already verified the accuracy of results using ENDF/B-VII.0 data, and here we are only
interested in the variation of the results between codes.
Statistical Accuracy

We are naturally very interested to know the accuracy of our results. But we must use
care to insure that we do not confuse the overall accuracy of our results with the
statistical uncertainty reported by our Monte Carlo transport codes. For example, if we
run our Monte Carlo codes long enough our results will indicate no significant statistical
uncertainty in our answers. In this case it is incorrect to assume that this means our
answers are “perfect”. All this really means is that the statistical uncertainty is
much less than the overall uncertainty due to other factors.
For the systems that we are calculating here the uncertainty due to the models are, as
defined above, of the order of 1.0 +/- 0.001 in K-eff. Therefore in order to be sure that we
are not introducing any significant additional uncertainty, we should insure that the
statistical uncertainty from our Monte Carlo calculations is much less than this.
9

The results presented in this paper are based on 1 billion (10 ) histories for most codes,
10

and 10 billion (10 ) histories for TART [6]. At this level the statistical accuracy of the
results are much smaller than the inherent inaccuracies of other factors. Therefore
below we do not quote code errors +/- the statistical uncertainty for each result,
because they are not a good indicator of the overall accuracy of our results.
As a guide toward judging the accuracy of the quoted results, the below table presents
TART results and their statistical accuracy for each of the three systems, for both
expected (recommended) and analog results, for several different number of histories run.
These results are all based on running 100 settle batches, followed by 10,000 active
batches (settle batches are only 1% overhead). The total number of histories run is based
on changing the number of source neutrons per batch: 10 billion = 1,000,000; 1 billion =
100,000; 100 million = 10,000 per batch.
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To help guide you, note that relative to the K-eff values which are all very close to 1.0, an
uncertainty of +/-1.0E-5, means an uncertainty of +/-0.00001, or 1 in the last quoted digit
of K-eff. So that anything less than this, as with the 10 billion expected results, means
less than +/-0.00001 in the quoted K-eff. Conversely, with the 100 million analog results
+/-1.0E-4, means +/-0.00010 or more.
From these results we can see that by 10 billion histories the statistical uncertainty is 1 or
less in the last quoted digit. Since, based on the uncertainties in the models, this is two
orders of magnitude below the +/- 0.001 accuracy we are trying to achieve. In other
words the statistical uncertainties are irrelevant compared to other uncertainties.
K-eff expected and analog results vs. the number of histories run
10 billion
1 billion
Godiva Expected
1.00019+/-7.162E-6 1.00017+/-2.287E-5
Analog
1.00018+/-1.319E-5 1.00021+/-4.218E-5
Jezebel Expected
1.00010+/-7.215E-6 1.00008+/-2.262E-5
Analog
1.00011+/-1.525E-5 1.00011+/-4.793E-5
Jezebel23 Expected 0.99983+/-6.919E-6 0.99985+/-2.179E-5
Analog
0.99983+/-1.360E-5 0.99986+/-4.302E-5

100 million
0.99997+/-7.311E-5
0.99991+/-1.338E-4
0.99996+/-7.174E-5
1.00002+/-1.538E-4
0.99988+/-7.008E-5
0.99990+/-1.371E-4

What is Important and What is NOT Important?

We will be focusing on K-eff values calculated by a variety of codes. We define,
K-eff =

Pr oduction
Pr oduction
=
Absorption + Leakage
Re moval

Where Production, Absorption and Leakage are integrated over the entire system.
Besides the scalar values of Production, Absorption and Leakage, we will also compare
the energy dependent spectra for these quantities (see, Appendix B and C for their
definitions). These energy dependent spectra are extremely helpful in explaining
differences between integral results and also serve to insure that even when we obtain the
same integral results, the details of the calculations are correct, i.e., as stated earlier, the
correct value of K-eff is necessary, but not sufficient, to insure the accuracy of our
results. These spectra are also extremely important because they allow us to determine
what energy ranges are important for any systems.
We determine what energies ranges are important by normalizing the integral of all
spectra to unity, and then integrating the energy dependent spectra, first starting from
zero integral at low energy and working our way up toward unity integral at high energy,
and then starting from zero integral at high energy and working our way down toward
unity integral at low energy.
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These three fast critical systems are so similar that it is sufficient for us to illustrate
results of these integrals for only one system; the following page shows plots of these
integrals for Godiva.
From the below plots we can see the median energies for these systems, which is the
point where the two integrals cross at 50%. Here we can see that the median energy for
flux, production, absorption and leakage are all very close to 1 MeV, as they are for all
three of these systems. This is a clear indication of how truly “fast” these critical systems
are. For comparison, when we look at well thermalized system we find median energies
close to (3/2)KT, at a fraction of 1 eV, more than a million times slower than the fast
systems we are focusing on here.
From the figures below, what we can see from the integral from low energy to high is that
the integrals up to about 10 keV are only roughly 0.1% of the total integrals. Similarly,
we can see from the integral from high energy to low is that the integrals above about 10
MeV are only roughly 0.1% of the total integrals. We can summarize these results as,
Below 10 keV
~ 0.1%
Above 10 MeV ~ 0.1%
10 keV to 10 MeV ~ 99.8%
What this means is that as far as K-eff is concerned, results will be very insensitive
to how accurately we calculate results below 10 keV and above 10 MeV, so that in
our comparisons we will concentrate on the important energy range 10 keV to 10 MeV.
We will also discuss differences we see outside of this energy range, but only to explain
the sources of these differences, not because they will have any major impact on K-eff.

But a word of caution here: K-eff is not the only parameter of interest. For example, if
you are interested in reaction rates, such as (n,2n), then the high energy range will be
very important for your application. So please do not make the mistake of assuming that
what we are saying is that the low and higher energies are generally not important; we
are only saying that as far as these fast critical systems to define K-eff, the lower and
higher energy ranges are not important.
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MCNP Original versus SMOOTH Results

In an earlier study [1] we pointed out a few deficiencies in ENDF/B-VII.0 data. These
included approximations in neutron spectra,
1) The use of histogram data extending all the way down to 0 eV.
2) Too few tabulated points in fission spectra.
ENDF/B-VII.0 is frozen until 2009, so that we cannot immediately eliminate these
problems from our basic data files. However, all of the codes included in this study have
been updated to compensate for these limitations. Specifically,
1) At low energy the codes use a E , rather than histogram shape; this only affects
spectra below about 10 keV.
2) Additional tabulated energy points have been added to fission spectra; this only
affects spectra above about 10 MeV.
The net effect with these improvements is a lower flux at low and high energy. Below we
show the affect on Godiva (the other systems shows similar differences). MCNP Original
is based on a literal interpretation of ENDF/B-VII.0 data, and MCNP Smooth is based on
these improvements.
From the following figures, we can see that below 10 keV a E shape will deviate
rapidly from the constant, histogram approximation. We can also see that above 10 MeV
the improved shape of the fission spectra causes the flux to be lowered by 5% to 10%.
We should mention that neither of these improvements has any significant effect on
integral parameters. The integral of the flux below 10 keV is only about 0.1% of the total,
and similarly the integral above 10 MeV is also only about 0.1% of the total, with about
99.8% of the integral of the flux being between 10 keV and 10 MeV.
Since all of our codes have now been updated to include these improvements, all of the
following results are based on including these results. In particular, the MCNP results are
all based on MCNP Smooth results, rather than MCNP Original. This convention makes
it easier for us to see the spread in the low and high energy results.
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Contributions to this comparison

Only LANL and LLNL Monte Carlo and Sn codes were invited to participate in this code
comparison. To date in alphabetical order contributions were received from four Monte
Carlo codes and three Sn codes,
Code
AMTRAN
ARDRA
COG
MCNP
MERCURY
PARTISN
TART

Type
Sn
Sn
MC
MC
MC
Sn
MC

Contributors
Peter Brown, LLNL [7]
Peter Brown, LLNL [8]
Edward Lent, LLNL [9]
Robert MacFarlane, LANL [10]
Scott McKinley, LLNL [11]
Robert MacFarlane, LANL [12]
Dermott Cullen, LLNL [6]

Summary of K-eff Results using ENDF/B-VII.0 data and Seven Transport Codes
Godiva
Jezebel
Jezebel23
COG
1.00048
1.00009
0.99981
MCNP
0.99985
0.99986
0.99964
MERCURY
1.00027
1.00075
1.00075
TART
1.00033
1.00010
0.99980
AMTRAN (Sn)
0.99986
1.00013
0.99989
ARDRA (Sn)
1.00013
0.99987
0.99990
PARTISN (Sn)
1.00001
1.00004
0.99995
The most important point to note from the above results is that ALL of the codes
reported K-eff results are within what we consider to be the acceptable range 1.0 +/0.001. This illustrate that these codes are already able to use ENDF/B-VII.0 data, and that
they produce reliable results, at least for K-eff.
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Integral Results
Godiva Seven Code Comparisons

Flux
Production
Absorption
Leakage
Removal
K-eff
Removal
Time
nanoseconds

MCNP
MC

COG
MC

6.74192
1.00000
0.43009
0.57005
1.00014
0.99985
6.21699

6.73692
1.00000
0.43022
0.56931
0.99952
1.00048
6.23075

MERCURY
MC

TART
MC

ARDRA
Sn

AMTRAN
Sn

PARTISN
Sn

6.74113
1.00000
0.42988
0.56985
0.99973
1.00027
6.19188

6.74106
1.00000
0.43009
0.56981
0.99990
1.00010
6.21739

6.74144
1.00000
0.43007
0.56980
0.99987
1.00013
6.21357

6.74144
1.00000
0.43007
0.56980
0.99987
1.00013
6.21357

6.74274
1.00000
0.43012
0.56987
0.99999
1.00001
6.21740

MERCURY
MC

TART
MC

ARDRA
Sn

AMTRAN
Sn

PARTISN
Sn

4.68428
1.00000
0.32780
0.67140
0.99920
1.00080
3.72154

4.68581
1.00000
0.32789
0.67178
0.99967
1.00033
3.72884

4.68752
1.00000
0.32804
0.67210
1.00014
0.99986
3.72813

4.68752
1.00000
0.32804
0.67209
1.00013
0.99987
3.72813

4.68683
1.00000
0.32796
0.67200
0.99996
1.00004
3.72858

MERCURY
MC

TART
MC

ARDRA
Sn

AMTRAN
Sn

PARTISN
Sn

4.11710
1.00000
0.38789
0.61137
0.99926
1.00075
3.19246

4.12264
1.00000
0.38792
0.61228
1.00020
0.99980
3.20305

4.12284
1.00000
0.38795
0.61216
1.00011
0.99989
3.20482

4.12284
1.00000
0.38795
0.61215
1.00010
0.99990
3.20481

4.12269
1.00000
0.38793
.61211
1.00004
0.99995
3.20403

Jezebel Seven Code Comparisons

Flux
Production
Absorption
Leakage
Removal
K-eff
Removal
Time
nanoseconds

MCNP
MC

COG
MC

4.68642
1.00000
0.32795
0.67219
1.00014
0.99986
3.72886

4.68622
1.00000
0.32795
0.67195
0.99990
1.00009
3.73359

Jezebel23 Seven Code Comparisons

Flux
Production
Absorption
Leakage
Removal
K-eff
Removal
Time
nanoseconds

MCNP
MC

COG
MC

4.12318
1.00000
0.38792
0.61244
1.00036
0.99964
3.20374

4.12274
1.00000
0.38795
0.61224
1.00019
0.99981
3.20539

A lot has changed since 1965 when Keepin published his estimates of removal times for
these systems, but his 1965 values are reasonably close to what we calculate today; his
values are: Godiva 6.04, Jezebel 3.00, Jezebel23 (Skidoo) 2.82 nanoseconds [13]. This is
admittedly not great agreement, but not bad after 40 years.
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Seven Code Energy Dependent Flux Comparisons

Below we compare the scalar flux (actually fluence) from seven codes for these three fast
critical systems. Here we defined the flux integrated over the entire system per neutron
produced; this is simply the pathlength traveled by neutrons in cm.
The figures below contain a lot of data and you may not be able to follow the energy
dependent variation of the flux from any one code. That’s o.k. These plots indicate that
a given code has a problem only if it stands out from the crowd. So if the flux from a
given code does not stand out, its results are sufficiently similar to the results from all
other codes and we judge the results to be acceptable.
The below comments are roughly the same for all three systems. Below we show a
comparison of the scalar flux over four energy ranges:
1) 100 eV to 20 MeV, for an overall view of the results
2) 10 keV to 10 MeV, which is roughly 99.8% of the integral of the flux;
3) low energy range, 100 eV to 10 keV, 0.1% of integral
4) high energy range, 1 to 20 MeV, 0.1% of integral
-5

The number after the code name is in all cases the integral of the flux from 10 eV to 20
MeV per neutron produced in each system. The top 2/3 of each plot is of the data, and the
bottom 1/3 is the ratio of the all sets of data to MCNP.
For simple integral parameters, such as K-eff, they are only sensitive to the flux between
10 keV and 10 MeV.
The low and high energy ranges, which have low probabilities, can effect other important
parameters, such as (n,2n) reaction rates, which are sensitive to the high energy range.
The below discussion of self-shielding helps to explain the differences we see at lower
energies. As explained below, the results for MERCURY, AMTRAN and ARDRA do
not account for some or all self-shielding effects.
The overall conclusion is that for all three systems all of the codes agree closely in
the important, high probability energy range 10 keV to 10 MeV. At low and high
energy ranges the spread in results is larger; below 10 keV down to 100 eV, up to +/
50%, and above 10 MeV, up to about +/- 10%. The larger differences at low and
high energy are due to statistical uncertainties in the Monte Carlo answers, in these
low probability energy ranges, and because as yet there is not consensus on how to
uniquely correct the ENDF/B-VII.0 data at low ( E variation) and high energy
(more densely spaced energy points in tabulated fission spectra).
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Differential Results: Godiva
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Differential Results: Godiva
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Differential Results: Jezebel
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Differential Results: Jezebel
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Differential Results: Jezebel23
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Differential Results: Jezebel23
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Continuous Energy versus Multigroup: Self-Shielding

The four Monte Carlo codes use continuous energy cross sections, and the three Sn codes
use multigroup cross sections. For tallies the four Monte Carlo codes all use the TART
-5
616 tally bins, which 50 bins per energy decade from 10 eV up to 20 MeV. The three
-5

Sn codes use one group from 10 eV up to 100 eV, and the TART 616 group structure
above 100 eV up to 20 MeV, for a total of 267 groups. For these three fast neutron
systems there is essentially no flux below 100 eV, and since all seven codes are using the
same tally bins (groups) above this point, we expect to obtain very similar results.
An obvious potential source of difference between the Monte Carlo and Sn code results
may be due to the difference between using continuous energy cross sections (Monte
Carlo codes) and multigroup cross sections (Sn codes). Since TART can run using either
continuous energy cross sections or 616 group cross sections we can easily determine the
effect of using one model or the other. A related source of difference is self-shielding in
the unresolved resonance region. Of the seven codes represented here only MERCURY
does not have an unresolved resonance self-shielding treatment.
The below table compares TART integral results for the three systems using continuous
and unshielded multigroup cross sections. The differences in the results are highlighted
in yellow. We can see that the differences are quite small, usually only in the fourth or
fifth digit of the results, except for the removal time, which is more sensitive to the
suppression of the low energy flux by the unshielded multigroup cross sections. But even
here the differences are quite small.

Flux
Production
Absorption
Leakage
Removal
K-eff
Removal
Time
nanoseconds

Godiva
Continuous
6.74106
1.00000
0.43009
0.56981
0.99990
1.00010
6.21739

Godiva
Multigroup
6.74153
1.00000
0.43008
0.56976
0.99984
1.00016
6.21558

Jezebel
Continuous
4.68581
1.00000
0.32789
0.67178
0.99967
1.00033
3.72884

Jezebel
Multigroup
4.68521
1.00000
0.32791
0.67168
0.99958
1.00042
3.72641

Jezebel23
Continuous
4.12264
1.00000
0.38792
0.61228
1.00020
0.99980
3.20305

Jezebel23
Multigroup
4.12258
1.00000
0.38792
0.61228
1.00020
0.99980
3.20267

The figures below show that self-shielding affects the flux spectra only below roughly 20
keV. Below this point the larger unshielded multigroup cross sections suppress the flux
more at progressively lower energies. As stated above, for these three fast systems the
integral of the flux up to 10 keV is only about 0.1% of the total. Since self-shielding only
affects the flux below roughly 20 keV, we can understand why we see little effect on the
integral parameters.
Be aware that the results shown here are the worst case scenario, because in this
comparison TART used unshielded multigroup cross sections. By using
NJOY/TRANSX to produce the Sn data, the multigroup data used by these three Sn
codes can be self-shielded to even further improve results.
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Unresolved Resonance Region Self-Shielding

One might think that by using continuous energy cross sections, rather than multi-group
cross sections, the problem of self-shielding can be completely avoided. Unfortunately
this is not the case, because one must still deal with self-shielding in the unresolved
resonance energy range. In the unresolved resonance region we do not know the cross
section as a continuous function of energy; we only know the probability distribution of
the cross sections, and these distributions can result in important self-shielding effects;
for a more detailed discussion of this subject, see ref [19].
Below we show the affect on the flux with and without an unresolved resonance region
treatment; for these results we have used TART with (default) and without (input option)
unresolved region self-shielding, to obtain comparable results for all three systems. Here
we can see that without self-shielding in the unresolved resonance region the cross
sections are too large, resulting in depression of the flux. For Godiva and Jezebel this
effect can be seen above about 2 keV; for Jezebel23 it can be seen above about 500 eV.
Below the lower energy limit of the unresolved region energy range is the resolved
energy range; here self-shielding is accounted for. As a result in the resolved resonance
region we can see that the flux tends to recover. This is quite different from the results
shown above, where no self-shielding in included, leading to the flux continuing to
decrease with decreasing energy.
Godiva
Unresolved
Flux
Production
Absorption
Leakage
Removal
K-eff
Removal
Time
nanoseconds

6.74106
1.00000
0.43009
0.56981
0.99990
1.00010
6.21739

Godiva
No
Unresolved
6.74080
1.00000
0.43009
0.56977
0.99985
1.00014
6.21653

Jezebel
Unresolved
4.68581
1.00000
0.32789
0.67178
0.99967
1.00033
3.72884

Jezebel
No
Unresolved
4.68551
1.00000
0.32790
0.67173
0.99963
1.00037
3.72766

Jezebel23
Unresolved
4.12264
1.00000
0.38792
0.61228
1.00020
0.99980
3.20305

Jezebel23
No
Unresolved
4.12258
1.00000
0.38792
0.61228
1.00020
0.99980
3.20277

As far as the energy dependent results for our seven codes, we can see differences
because of self-shielding: 1) MERCURY uses continuous energy cross sections, but as
yet does not have an unresolved resonance region treatment, 2) TRANSX can optionally
account for self-shielding effects, and we can see this in the PARTISN results, but from
the ARDRA and AMTRAN results we can see that these do not include TRANSX selfshielding.
Although in this case self-shielding in the unresolved resonance region has little
effect on the integral parameters, this is not true in general. In systems with slower
neutron spectra unresolved resonance self-shielding plays an important role.
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Recommendations for Improving ENDF/B-VII.0

Based on comparisons for this study and our earlier study [1] we found some differences
between MCNP and TART results. Most of these can be traced to how these codes
interpret ENDF/B data. A major difference is that the standard NJOY/MCNP treatment is
to provide the “best” literal interpretation of all ENDF/B data; this is very important for
data testing. In contrast TART treatment is to provide the “best” physical interpretation of
data for use in TART’s applications; obviously very important for applications. These
differences in interpretation are reflected in the below recommendations.
Our tests demonstrate that at least for these three systems the newer ENDF/B-VII.0 data
is a definite improvement over the older ENDF/B-VI.8 data. However, our tests indicate
that VII.0 is not yet perfect, and here we mention a few points where we feel it could be
even further improved, these include,
1) Improved delayed neutron spectra, i.e., no histograms
2) More precision in tabulated fission spectra.
3) Improvement reaction spectra, i.e., no histograms and

E low E variation

When ENDF/B-VII.0 was released in December 2006 the Cross Section Evaluation
Working Group (CSEWG) declared that the library would be frozen for three years. If
true, there is nothing we can do to improve the basic evaluated data until December 2009,
but in the meantime we can take some actions to improve the interpretation of the data by
our processing and transport codes.
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Differences in delayed neutron spectra

ENDF/.B delayed neutron spectra are defined by nuclear model code output, where the
spectra are given by a series of histograms, each step of the histogram being about 10
keV wide. This 10 keV width seems reasonable at high energy in the MeV, but is totally
unrealistic at low energy to define the delayed neutron emission as a constant step
between 0 and 10 keV, as shown in the figures below. MCNP interprets this exactly as
given, whereas TART replaces the low energy shape by a more physically acceptable
Maxwellian; see ref. [14] for details.
These histograms that come directly out of nuclear model codes should be improved
to define more physically acceptable energy variation before they are used in
ENDF/B evaluations. Since ENDF/B-VII.0 is frozen until December 2009 this
obviously cannot be done today. However, until this is done TART [6] and NJOY [5]
with its “smoothing” option (see the below example), attempt to improve this data
for use today.
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Accuracy of ENDF/B-VII.0 Tabulated Fission Spectra
At high energy the ENDF/B-VII.0 are not tabulated to a fine enough energy grid.
We illustrate this point below where we first show the U235 fission spectrum tabulated at
1 MeV incident neutron energy. Over most of the energy range the tabulated secondary
energy points (small circles on plots) are closely enough spaced to accurately define the
fission spectrum. But above 10 MeV the spectrum is changing so rapidly that more
energy points are needed to accurately define it. The first figure shows the tabulated VII.0
spectrum which between 10 and 30 MeV changes by 7 orders of magnitude, and there are
far too few points to accurately define this variation. The second plot shows the 10 to 20
MeV energy range where compared to an accurately tabulated spectrum, the VII.0
overestimates the value by up to over 8%. Finally the third figure shows the 10 to 11
MeV energy range where the VII.0 evaluation only includes tabulated energy points at 10
and 11 MeV; obviously too few points to accurately define the shape. The fission
spectra are so important that we recommend they always be tabulated to high
accuracy over the entire secondary energy range.
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Effect of low energy spectra smoothing
Many ENDF/B spectra now use histograms. As stated earlier MCNP and TART results
differ at very low energies because the two codes are interpreting the VII.0 data
differently: MCNP results are based on its BEST literal interpretation of the VII.0 low
energy histogram data, whereas TART results are based on smoothing the VII.0 results
assuming what it considers to be a more physically acceptable E low energy variation
(rather than histogram). NJOY [5] now includes a “smoothing” option to approximate the
low energy E variation in a manner similar to TART.

The below plot illustrates the effect of NJOY smoothing on the U235 inelastic continuum
(MT=91) spectrum for 1 MeV incident neutrons. Physically the low energy spectra
should have E variation, but what is output by nuclear model codes and used in
ENDF/B-VII.0 is a series of histograms steps each about 10 keV wide; this is adequate at
higher energies, but it is a very poor approximation at very low energy. The NJOY
“smoothing” option improves histogram spectra by replacing the original ENDF/B 10
keV histogram intervals by smaller energy steps to better approximate the E variation.
Hopefully in the future this histogram output from nuclear model codes can be
improved to more realistically define a continuous energy variation of spectra,
which will improve the ENDF/B data.
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NJOY’s “smoothing” Option

To illustrate the source of the differences at low and high energy, we can use NJOY’s
“smoothing” option, and the TART data used by TART and MERCURY. The figure
below presents original MCNP results, as well as both MCNP and TART results, both
using the same low energy E and high energy improved fission spectra “smoothing”.
From this figure it seems clear that this “smoothing” is the source of the differences.
Comparing the MCNP Original and Smooth results, we can see from the below plot that
in this case there is very little effect on the integral of the flux: 6.7419 vs. 6.7423,
differing only by 0.0004. Comparing the MCNP Original and Smooth results for K-eff
we find: 0.99986 vs. 0.99977, differing only by 0.00009, well below the +/- 0.001 we
consider acceptable. In principle both TART and MCNP “smooth” are using the same
low and high energy approximations, but we can see from the below results that although
the agreement is good it is not exact, showing that the actual details differ as to what each
code is doing.
To repeat what was said earlier: for the three fast critical systems we are examining,
these lower and higher energy ranges are not important when defining K-eff., but
this may not be generally true. Here we explain the sources of the differences to
insure that we understand them, which in turn can lead to better general agreement
between our codes and wider applicability of our codes to other problems.
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The Godiva “Bump”

Usually one of the big advantages of code comparisons is that when we see a difference
between two codes by comparing results from many codes we can easily explain the
source of the difference, see that one code does not agree with all of the other codes, and
correct the code. This approach has led to many improvements in our codes – and often
also in our data.
During this study we identified the sources of differences we saw at low and high
energies, presented methods for how we can handle these differences today and we made
recommendations as to how the evaluated data can be improved to generally address
these problems in the future.
The one difference we have at yet not been able to explain is what we call the 300 keV
“bump” in the Godiva results. We can now compare results from a variety of different
Monte Carlo codes. Using MCNP as a standard to ratio everything to, four codes show a
“bump” (CE-KENO, MERCURY, TART, VIM) and four codes do not (MCNP, MONK,
COG, TRIPOLI). Keeping an open mind as to which codes are correct, either four
independent codes produce a minimum near 400 keV following by a maximum near 300
keV, or else MCNP produces a maximum near 400 keV followed by a minimum near 300
keV. We have tested many features of the codes but we still cannot explain this behavior.
So our parting word will just have to be: obviously still more works needs to be done.
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Conclusions

In an earlier report [1] we considered three fast critical assemblies, each assembly is
dominated by a different nuclear fuel: Godiva (U235), Jezebel (Pu239) and Jezebel23
(U233) [2]. We first showed the improvement in results when using the new ENDF/BVII.0 data [3], rather than the older, now frozen, ENDF/B-VI.8 data [4]. Next, we
showed that our results could be obtained using any of a variety of Monte Carlo codes,
i.e., the results were not specific to any single transport code.
In this paper our emphasis is only on our codes, rather than the nuclear data they use. For
this paper all of our codes used the ENDF/B-VII.0 data [3], that we had already tested
[1]. In this paper we concentrate on the same three critical assemblies, but here the
emphasis is on demonstrating that we obtain the same results using any of the LANL and
LLNL Monte Carlo and Sn codes. Here we show recent improvements in our Monte
Carlo codes, and major improvements in our Sn results; at the time of our earlier paper
[1] we had not yet achieved agreement between our Monte Carlo and Sn results, so that
only our Monte Carlo results were published in our earlier report, allowing us time to
investigate the source of the differences between our Monte Carlo and Sn results. All of
these differences have now been eliminated.
The bottom line is that in this report we show that using any of the LANL and
LLNL Monte Carlo or Sn codes we obtain consistent integral and differential
results. Furthermore it is worth noting that when any of these codes use the new
ENDF/B-VII.0 data library, for the first time we are able to reproduce the expected
K-eff values for all three assemblies to within the quoted accuracy of the models,
namely 1.0 +/- 0.001. This is a BIG improvement compared to the results obtained
using the older ENDF/B-VI.8 data library.
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